COOK
S P R I N G 2 0 16

SEASONAL
SMOOTHIES

New ideas for healthy blends
S P R I N G R OA ST
The secret to Easter lunch

in store | online | mobile

BREAD MAKING
Mastering the art of the loaf

a time for renewal

Spring is the best time to bring fresh ideas to the table.
This issue celebrates happy, healthy eating – plus a few treats
– and the sort of home cooking that’s all about a relaxed
gathering of friends and family. Try our vibrant smoothies,
Jason Atherton’s brunch tortilla, Dan Doherty’s Easter feast and
Jane Hornby’s indulgent profiteroles. We also highlight the kit
that makes cooking and serving easy. Have a delicious season.

MOR E
S AU CE PA N S
ONL IN E

One-pot wonder
Perfect for hearty and
healthy soups, this
stainless-steel stockpot
features a non-drip
pouring rim and internal
water-level indicators
for easy measuring.
John Lewis Classic
II Stockpot 24cm
6.5L 813 07684 £70

FIND THE
RECIPE
for Alice Hart’s roast
beetroot and puy
lentil soup on the
Cook app, or see
johnlewis.com/
beetrootsoup
Share ideas on Twitter
or Instagram #JLCook

IN SEASON

DOWNLOAD
THE APP
The free John Lewis Cook
app features extra recipes.
COVER KIT
KitchenAid Artisan
Blender See page 13. For
other kit, see online and in
our shops. For recipe, see
johnlewis.com/smoothies

STAY IN TOUCH

#JohnLewisretail
WAYS TO SHOP
Visit our shops
Go online at johnlewis.com
Download the John Lewis app
for your mobile device

Above, left to right:
Denby Canvas Bowls
15.5cm 682 24405 £12
24cm 682 24406 £14
Cole & Mason
Oldbury Salt Mill
Black 812 80614 £34.99
Dartington Emily
Exclusive Water
Glasses (set of 2)
683 22601 £49 John

Lewis Recycled
Carafe 1.5L 683 16605
£12 Dartington Emily
Exclusive Tumbler
Glasses (set of 2,
1 shown) 683 22606 £49
John Lewis Croft
Collection Malmo
Napkins (set of 4,
1 shown) Steel
601 50403 £16

THE NEW VEGETARIAN BY ALICE HART (SQUARE PEG) IS PUBLISHED ON 19 MARCH. PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

With its earthy yet subtle flavour,
beetroot is one of the most
versatile root vegetables. Full
of antioxidants, it can be used in
soups, salads and smoothies
To the point
Chopping beetroots
with ease, this 10cm
vegetable knife has a
stainless-steel blade
and is heat treated for
sharpness and durability.
John Lewis Classic
3-Piece Knife Set
(1 shown) 812 71134 £50
Knives are only available
in our shops.

Brilliant board
Protect surfaces from
hot pots with this heatresistant chopping board.
It’s part of a stylish set
of four, designed to avoid
cross-contamination.
Joseph Joseph Index
Advance Chopping
Board Set
(set of 4, 1 shown)
Silver 812 37605 £50

BEST KIT FOR SOUP

1.

2.

3.

Our customers
have been reviewing
our Classic II Lidded
Saucepans online. See
what they’re saying at
johnlewis.com

1. Cuisinart SSB3U Soup Maker Plus Stainless Steel 855 49002 £139.95 2-year guarantee included. Added Care available for £24
2. Le Creuset Soup Bowls (set of 2, 1 shown) Ink 813 13715 £35 3. John Lewis Classic II Lidded Saucepan 16cm 1.5L 813 07673 £40
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Make & Create

A SPRING ROAST

Celebrate Easter with this showstopping glazed ham, plus accompanying
mayonnaise, recipe overleaf, from Duck & Waffle chef Dan Doherty
Honey-glazed ham hocks
I NG R E DIEN TS
Serves 4
2x 800g-1kg smoked
ham hocks
1 onion, halved
and peeled
1 stick of celery, halved
2 carrots, halved
1 bay leaf
1 sprig of fresh thyme
1 stick of cinnamon
10 black peppercorns
Small handful of
whole cloves
4 tbsp honey
Large pinch of five spice

METHOD

1 Put the ham hocks, onion, celery,
carrots, bay leaf, thyme, cinnamon
stick and peppercorns into a large
saucepan and cover with cold
water. Bring to the boil, then lower
the heat to a simmer and cook
for approximately 2 hours, or until
the meat is very tender, but still
keeps its shape. Skim off the fat
with a spoon regularly and top
up with water when necessary.
2 Allow the hams to cool in the
stock, then take them out; discard
the stock. Carefully peel away the

leathery skin from each hock. Score
the fat and evenly stud with cloves,
then place in a roasting tray.
3 Preheat the oven to 180°C/fan
160°C/gas mark 4. Drizzle the honey
over the hocks and sprinkle them
with the five spice, then roast in the
oven for 35-40 minutes, basting every
10 minutes or so.
4 When the hocks are ready, remove
them from the oven and let them sit
for 5 minutes before tucking in.
Serve with new potatoes and
roasted vegetables.

Left to right:
John Lewis Croft
Collection Glendale
6-Seater Dining
Table 836 00201 £999
John Lewis Croft
Collection Kelso
Runner Honey
601 50202 £14
Napkins (set of 4,
2 shown) Honey
601 50201 £16
John Lewis Croft

Collection Colonsay
24-Piece Cutlery
Set 731 31919 £80
John Lewis Croft
Collection Amberley
Dinner Plate Natural
682 45501 £8 Pasta
Bowl 682 45505 £8
Side Plate 682 45502
£6 Jug 2L 682 45509
£18 John Lewis
Easter Ears Napkin
Ring 621 44703 £3

John Lewis Croft
Collection Box of 6
Coasters 621 44703
£12 John Lewis
Croft Collection
Hambleden
Handmade Glasses
(set of 6, 3 shown) Clear
683 70501 £25 Bowls
(set of 4, 1 shown)
Clear 683 70504 £30
John Lewis Croft
Collection Copper

Roaster 35 x 25cm
812 39178 £70
John Lewis Croft
Collection Trivet
Oak 812 39119 £25
(not seen) John Lewis
Malvern Napkins
(set of 4, 2 shown)
Natural 601 50104 £18
Le Creuset Signature
Cast Iron Round
Casserole 24cm Flint
813 13202 £175

Turn the page for the accompanying mayonnaise recipe ▶
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Make & Create

COOKED TO PERFECTION
Make light work of your spring roast with an intuitive oven and key kitchen kit

\

Time sensitive
Don’t waste valuable
minutes waiting for
the Miele H2561B oven
to get hot. Simply use
the Rapid Heat-up
programme and it’s
ready to go in seconds.

Get attached
A wide range of
attachments enables you
to whip up a variety of
dishes. The dual whisk
is ideal for mayonnaise.

Top to bottom
Use the energyefficient Gentle Bake
setting to cook a
succulent roast with
all the trimmings,
while Intensive Bake
is ideal for puddings,
quiches and pizzas that
require soft tops with
firm and crisp bases.

One for all
The Multipro Dual
Drive System allows
optimum speed as both
a processor and a
blender, while the builtin weighing scales save
on time and washing-up.

Clever choice
The oven offers seven
powerful cooking
options. With a 76L
capacity, it has plenty
of space to cook a
celebratory lunch.
Miele H2561B Single
Electric Oven Clean
Steel 890 32902 £619
2-year guarantee included.
Added Care available
for £75

Left to right: Le Creuset Signature Cast Iron Round Casserole 24cm Flint 813 13202 £175 OXO Good
Grips Cooking String Dispenser 813 20770 £12 John Lewis Croft Collection Arundel Cheese Board
621 21209 £15 John Lewis Honey Drizzler and Pot 812 39115 £18 OXO Good Grips Silicone Basting
Brush 813 20739 £8 John Lewis Copper Milk Pan 16cm 813 06910 £60 Cole & Mason Capstan Pepper
Mill Slate 812 80612 £29.99 Le Creuset Classic Salt Mill Flint 812 82321 £25

DAN DOHERTY IS EXECUTIVE CHEF OF DUCK & WAFFLE (DUCKANDWAFFLE.COM). PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

Kenwood FPM810 Multipro
Sense Food Processor 855 41212
£299.95 5-year guarantee included.
Added Care available for £29

Clockwise from bottom: Lion Sabatier 2-Piece Carving Set 812 73760 £80
John Lewis Oak Carving Board 813 93631 £35 John Lewis Hevea
Chopping Board 813 94005 £45 John Lewis Meat Lifting Forks 813 20719 £16

DAN DOHERTY’S Mustard and tarragon mayonnaise
I N GREDI EN TS
Serves 6-8
2 egg yolks
1 tbsp wholegrain
mustard
50ml white wine vinegar
400ml groundnut oil
Pinch of tarragon, finely
chopped

METHOD

1 In a food processor, whisk the egg yolks, mustard
and vinegar together. Slowly add the oil. If the
mixture doesn’t continue to blend together, slow
it down a little.
2 If the mixture becomes too thick and excessively
greasy, add warm water, a teaspoon at a time,
until it loosens up a bit.
3 Season with sea salt and freshly ground pepper.
4 Stir in the tarragon. Serve alongside the
honey-glazed roast ham (see previous page).

BEST KIT FOR EASTER LUNCH

1.

2.

3.

1. John Lewis Non-stick Roasting Rack This curved stainless-steel rack sits the meat above the tin, allowing heat to circulate evenly and
fat to drip away. 813 20722 £8 2. John Lewis Hard Anodised Roaster Made from quick-heating aluminium, this hardwearing roaster has
a superior marble non-stick coating. 813 26403 £35 3. Heston Blumenthal Digital Thermometer Featuring a large LED screen and
temperature measurement up to 200°C, this thermometer will ensure your roast is perfectly cooked. 813 20809 £20
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In Focus

Hints & Tips

SKILL SCHOOL
Expert advice and clever products to enhance your cooking know-how
SUPER SPIRAL

IN THE PAN
Crêpes are simple to make, but the right
frying pan is key to the perfect flip.
We take a look at some of the best

MORE
F RY I N G PA N S
O NL I NE

FIND THE
RECIPE
for Blanche Vaughan’s
salted caramel and
orange crêpes on the
Cook app, or see
johnlewis.com/
caramelcrepes
Share ideas on Twitter
or Instagram #JLCook

Clockwise from top:
John Lewis Titanium
Ceramic Frying Pan*
Infused with titanium
for extra durability,
the ceramic non-stick
coating allows you to
cook with less oil.
30cm 813 02804 £40
John Lewis Hard
Anodised
Aluminium Frying
Pan Hard anodised for
strength, this pan is
made of aluminium, so it
heats quickly and evenly.
24cm 813 07902 £18
John Lewis ‘The Pan’
Pancake Pan*
This great-value shallow
pan has a soft-grip, staycool handle that makes
tossing pancakes easy.
24cm 813 01038 £16
Eaziglide Open
Frying Pan*
This pan has an extrastrong, triple-coated
non-stick layer and is
oven-safe up to 180°C.
24cm 813 03302 £32
*Lifetime guarantee
included

BLANCHE VAUGHAN’S BOOK EGG (WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON) IS OUT NOW. PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA. ILLUSTRATIONS: ALAN BATLEY

Our customers have
been reviewing our
Hard Anodised
Aluminium Frying Pan
online. See what
they’re saying at
johnlewis.com

ASK A
COOK
Heidi
Swanson

Expand your recipe
repertoire with the
KitchenAid Stand Mixer
spiralizer attachment.
It’s an easy and inventive
way to reach your fivea-day. With four quickchange blades (Large
and Small Core Slicing
Blades, Peeling Blade
and Spiralizer Blade),
you can create healthy
versions of ‘pasta’,
‘noodles’ and ‘rice’.
KitchenAid Artisan
4.8L Stand Mixer
Pistachio Green
855 43724 £449.95
5-year guarantee
included. Added Care
available for £39
KitchenAid
Spiralizer with Peel,
Core and Slice
856 43711 £99.95 2-year
guarantee included.
Added Care available
for £24

Magimix
Pâtissier
Multifunction
Food Processor
Cream 855 41012
£499.95
30-year motor
warranty and
3-year guarantee
included. Added
Care available
for £29

Q

SHORT
CUT

Create smooth batters
for crêpes, pancakes,
cake mixes and
Yorkshire puddings with
this ingenious shaker.
The removable ‘spider’
in the lid disperses
solids and liquids to give
a lump-free result. See
how to use it below.
Sistema Batter
Shaker 812 03501 £7

BAKE UP A STORM
Get in training for the next Great British Bake Off
with the Magimix Pâtissier. Combining the power
of a food processor with the capabilities of a stand
mixer, it can knead all types of bread and pastry
dough in less than 60 seconds, and whisk up to
12 egg whites at a time for mousses and meringues.
A time-saving multi-tasker, it can whip, chop, blend,
slice and grate, and has three food-processing bowls
in addition to a dedicated pâtissier bowl.

How do you
start the day?
Scrambled egg with
za’atar (a Middle Eastern
spice blend) on rye bread.
Or smashed avocado on
a tortilla with a poached
egg and a hot sauce.
What is your
most-used
kitchen kit? I love
my carbon-steel knives.
Each meal leaves subtle
stains that create a
unique patina. They
also hold a mean edge.

Q

Q

Do you have any
favourite natural
sweeteners?

Grade B maple syrup. I
drizzle it on Greek yogurt
with toasted walnuts,
or simmer blueberries
in it and add to oatmeal.
What is your
favourite
superfood? l combine
raw cacao powder and
hazelnut butter with
honey or maple syrup
to make a superfood
chocolate spread.
Heidi Swanson is a
healthy-food blogger
(101cookbooks.com). Her
latest book Near and Far
(Hardie Grant) is out now.

Q

BACK TO BASICS How to make pancakes using a batter shaker

STEP ONE
To make 8 pancakes, pour 300ml milk
into the Sistema shaker (see above
right). Add 2 eggs, then 100g plain
flour. Tightly secure the shaker lid.

STEP TWO
Shake the shaker vigorously for around
45 seconds to 1 minute to mix the
ingredients (continue to shake longer
if necessary).

STEP THREE
Heat a frying pan over a moderate
heat, then wipe it with oiled kitchen
paper. Open the shaker’s spout and
pour a little batter into the pan, tilting
the pan to ensure a thin, even layer.

STEP FOUR
Cook each pancake for about 30
seconds, until golden, then flip and
cook for the same time on the other
side. Serve the pancakes with freshly
squeezed lemon juice and caster sugar.
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Take Three

3 WAYS WITH SALMON

Poached salmon with sweetcorn and
black bean salsa and chipotle
mayonnaise (left)

Rich in omega-3, this succulent fish is incredibly versatile. Here are some
inspiring ideas for preparing, cooking and serving it

INGREDIENTS
Serves 8
3 bay leaves
1 tsp black peppercorns
2.4kg whole salmon
(to fit a 60cm-long fish
kettle), cleaned and
gills removed
4 tbsp mayonnaise
(reduced fat is fine)
4 tbsp 0% fat
Greek-style yogurt
Juice of 2 limes, plus
lime wedges to serve
2 tsp chipotle chilli paste
250g sweetcorn
kernels, steamed
400g tin black beans,
rinsed and drained
2 red chillies, deseeded
and finely chopped
Handful of coriander,
chopped, plus extra
sprigs to garnish
5 spring onions, finely
sliced, dark green tops
shredded for garnish

KEY KIT FOR COOKING SALMON
1 Steaming success
The proper way to poach a salmon is
in a fish kettle. This cooks delicate
fish evenly, both on the hob and in the
oven, and preserves its moisture.
John Lewis Speciality Fish
Poacher 813 80306 £45

3 A turn for the better
A slotted turner is essential for turning
and transferring fish while keeping it
in one piece. The slots allow oil to
drain away easily.
John Lewis Stainless Steel
Slotted Turner 812 47931 £8

2 Fishing tackle
A nifty scaler makes light work of an
onerous task. Just run its raised base
along the fish from tail to head.
John Lewis Fish Scaler
813 80302 £5

4 Tweezy work (opposite, below)
Fishbone tweezers are the only tool
you need to extract fine pin bones
from salmon and other fish.
John Lewis Fishbone Tweezers
813 80301 £8

5 Dish of the day (opposite)
An attractive ceramic fish dish is
perfect for taking from oven to table,
and individual, fish-shaped pie dishes
will prove a fun talking point.
John Lewis Fish Rectangular Dish
Medium 813 52014 £20
John Lewis Fish-shaped Pie Dish
813 52015 £8

1

5

METHOD

1 Fill a fish kettle to the two-thirds
mark with water. Add the bay leaves
and peppercorns, then lower the
salmon in. Bring it to the boil, then
reduce the heat and simmer gently for
6 minutes. Remove from the heat and
let the fish sit for 30 minutes.
2 Carefully remove the salmon from
the kettle, draining the liquid away. The
dorsal fin (on top) should pull away
easily. With a sharp knife, score a line
down the spine and belly and peel the
skin from either side. Carefully transfer
the fish to a platter.
3 In a bowl, combine the mayonnaise
and yogurt with half the lime juice.
Season, then lightly fold in the
chipotle paste.
4 To make the salsa, combine the
sweetcorn kernels, black beans,
remaining lime juice, chillies, chopped
coriander and sliced spring onions
in a bowl. Season to taste.
5 Serve the poached salmon with
the salsa, chipotle mayonnaise and
lime wedges, garnished with spring
onion tops and coriander sprigs.

Le Creuset Salt Mill Ink 812 82311 £25
Pepper Mill Ink 812 82312 £25
Hampson Woods Serving Platter
35 x 12cm 621 14201 £40 John Lewis
Brasserie Fork Cream 731 79102 £2.50

Salmon and spinach pies with roast
pumpkin and rosemary topping (above)
5

2
3

4
PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

Clockwise from bottom
right: Jersey Pottery
Sardine Run Dinner
Plate 682 57301
£17.50 Robert Welch
Radford Bright
Fish Eaters Forks
and Knives (set of 8)
731 35310 £52 John
Lewis Whale Salt
Pig 812 84701 £15
Hampson Woods
Serving Platter 50.5
x 19cm 621 14203 £75

Jersey Pottery Sardine Run
Side Plate 682 57302 £12.50
John Lewis Fish Trivet
812 48230 £10

FIND THE
RECIPE

for Alice Hart’s glazed
salmon fillets with
ginger, lime, honey
and soy, above, on
the Cook app, or see
johnlewis.com/
glazedsalmon
Share ideas on Twitter
or Instagram #JLCook

INGREDIENTS
Makes 4 individual pies
1.2kg pumpkin or winter
squash, peeled and cut
into 2cm cubes
2½ tbsp olive oil
2 tsp rosemary,
finely chopped,
plus 4 small sprigs
300g spinach
500g skinless salmon
fillet, cubed
300g crème fraîche
1 tbsp non-pareilles
capers, rinsed
and drained
50g extra mature
cheddar, grated

METHOD

1 Preheat the oven to 200°C/fan
180°C/gas mark 6. Toss the pumpkin
with 2 tbsp of the olive oil on
a large baking sheet and roast for
25 minutes. Toss with the chopped
rosemary and roast for a further 20
minutes. Use a fork to roughly crush
the pumpkin on the baking sheet.
2 Put the spinach in a colander over
the sink. Slowly pour a kettle of
boiling water onto the leaves to
wilt them. Refresh under cool water
and drain, squeezing out any excess
water. Tip into a large mixing bowl.
3 Add the salmon, crème fraîche,
capers and cheese, season
generously and mix thoroughly.
4 Divide the mixture between four
pie dishes and top with the pumpkin.
5 Bake for 18-20 minutes, until
beginning to brown. Coat the four
rosemary sprigs in the remaining
½ tbsp oil and put one on top of
each pie. Return to the oven for
5 minutes. Rest for 5 minutes before
serving with steamed broccoli.
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Our Guide To…

ALL IN THE MIX
A smoothie is a great way to get your five-a-day. All you
need is a good blender and your favourite fruit and veg

2-year guarantee
included. Added Care
available for £24

ONE FOR…
CONTROL
Key features 1.8L
capacity; heat-resistant
glass jug; BlenderMix
system, which will blitz
ingredients into a fine
texture; pre-set features;
pulse control.
Why do I need one?
Efficient, powerful and
quiet, this blender has
pre-set programmes
for soup, smoothies,
ice and desserts, and
allows you to speed up
and slow down as you
need. But if you want
to take charge, you can
use the 4 speed options
and pulse control.
Best for Green, leafy
smoothies, frozen-fruit
drinks and soups.
Magimix Le Blender
Cream 855 46804
£159.95 3-year

GET CREATIVE
Stuck for smoothie inspiration?
Start experimenting – there’s a
combination to suit every mood

MORE
BLENDERS
ONLI NE

COOLING
Kale, ginger, cucumber and pear smoothie
The greens are offset by sweet pear and spicy ginger.
House by John Lewis Sip Mini Glass 200ml
Clear 683 10601 £1 Other sizes available (pictured
left) – see online and in our shops

guarantee included. Added
Care available for £39

guarantee included.
Added Care available
for £24

REFRESHING
Pineapple, coconut milk, mango
and lime smoothie
Naturally sweet, this is popular with children.
John Lewis Scandi Handmade
Hi-Ball Glass Clear 683 17004 £4

I N V I G O R AT I N G
Beetroot, blackberry and yogurt smoothie
Intense in both colour and flavour – a real energy hit.
Jug from KitchenAid Artisan Blender, left

PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

ONE FOR…
PRECISION
Key features
ProKinetix blade, which
pulverises fibrous fruit
and vegetables (it
crushes ingredients up
to 42% smaller than
other blenders); Smooth
Edge café tumblers
for easy drinking.
Why do I need one?
Perfect for people on
the move, it’s super-fast,
powering through whole
ingredients easily, from
tough fruit and veg to
nuts and seeds. Its sleek
design means it looks
great in any kitchen.
Best for Extra-fine
smoothies and nut milks.
Sage by Heston
Blumenthal Boss
to Go Blender
855 49304 £129.95

ONE FOR…
CONVENIENCE
Key features 1.75L
capacity (plus 750ml jug
for smaller amounts);
Intelli-Speed technology –
add ingredients, select
a programme and its
built-in sensors will beep
to alert you that it’s
ready; pulse function.
Why do I need one?
It has a front-loading,
slide-in design and
pre-sets for juice, soups/
sauces, milkshakes and
icy drinks/smoothies.
Soft Start allows you
to begin blending slowly,
plus it’s extra-stable,
thanks to magnets that
drive the blade and
hold the jug in place.
Best for Smoothies,
ice crushing and sauces.
KitchenAid Artisan
Blender Almond Cream
855 47702 £449.95 7-year

FIND THE
RECIPE
for these three smoothies
on the Cook app, or see
johnlewis.com/smoothies
Share ideas on Twitter or
Instagram #JLCook
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The Occasion

EASY DOES IT

fyi
Atherton is proud of his Lazy Susan
(below left): ‘You can use it as a
chopping board, then turn it upside
down and it’s a Lazy Susan. You can
put the tortilla on it in the middle of
the table, spin it round and have a
bit of fun with it.’ See the full range
at johnlewis.com/atherton

Start the weekend with a relaxed brunch – try this seasonal tortilla from Michelin-starred
chef Jason Atherton, served on Social, his exclusive new tableware collection

S

ocial by Jason Atherton is
a new tableware collaboration
between the chef and awardwinning product designer Robin Levien.
Available exclusively at John Lewis, it’s all
about feasting with friends and family.
‘The idea behind the range is that
it’s fine dining enough to use for a
dinner party, but you could also use it
for a slice of toast,’ Atherton explains.
‘Brunch is a meal that people look
forward to. It’s a lazy part of the day
when you can get away with anything.’

Jerusalem artichoke,
ricotta and truffle
tortilla
I NG R E DIEN TS
Serves 4
200g Jerusalem artichokes, peeled
and chopped
20g butter
50g wild mushrooms
2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for frying
1 onion, peeled and finely sliced
150g Desirée or Maris Piper potatoes,
peeled and finely sliced
5 large eggs
10g black truffle, sliced (or 2ml truffle oil)
100g ricotta cheese

1 Put the Jerusalem artichokes in a pan,
season with salt, and cook gently until
they begin to break down into a
purée. Put to one side.
2 Melt the butter in a frying pan, then
fry the mushrooms for 1 minute, drain
on kitchen paper and put to one side.
3 Heat the oil in a pan, add the onion
and potatoes, and season. Add a
splash of water, cover with a lid and
cook for 10 minutes until tender.
4 Crack the eggs into a large bowl,
season and lightly beat. Add the
potatoes and onion and mix together.
5 Preheat the oven to 180°C/fan
160°C/gas mark 4. Heat a little oil
in a non-stick ovenproof pan, ladle in
half of the egg mixture and cook over
a medium heat for 2-3 minutes, until
the egg is setting around the edge.
6 Arrange the mushrooms evenly
over the eggs, then the artichoke,
and finally the truffle (or truffle oil).
7 Top with the remaining egg mixture
and place in the oven for 2-3 minutes
until the eggs are fully cooked.
8 Spoon the ricotta on top and serve.

PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

METHOD
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Clockwise from bottom:
Social by Jason
Atherton Leather
Placemats (set of 2,
1 shown) 621 60501 £30
Multi Purpose Lazy
Susan 621 10305 £98
Linen Napkins (set
of 2) 601 58401 £16
Linen Runner
601 58402 £28
Handmade Tumbler

Clear 683 13901 £4
Marble Plate 25cm
621 20302 £18 Plate
23cm 682 14702 £8
Mug 682 14708 £8
Espresso Cups and
Saucers (set of 4, 2
shown) 682 14710 £32
Handmade Glass
Jug Clear 1125ml
683 13903 £18
Handmade Hi-Ball

Glass Clear 683 13902
£6 Small Wooden
Riser 621 10301
£42 Bowl 8cm
682 14707 £4 Jug
350ml 682 14712
£12 Bowl 16.5cm
682 14705 £8
Large Serving
Board 621 10304
£24 Bowl 11.5cm
682 14706 £6

The Table

My Kitchen Hero

Clockwise from top left:
John Lewis Bamboo
Steamer 621 13409
£15 John Lewis
Handmade Asian
Tumbler Blue
683 32502 £4 John
Lewis Tokyo Bowls
(set of 4, 1 shown)
682 59413 £25 John
Lewis Tokyo Bowls
with Chopsticks
(set of 2, 1 shown)
682 59412 £25 John
Lewis Bamboo
Placemats (set of 4,
1 shown) 621 60903 £12
John Lewis Asian
East Napkins (set of
4, 2 shown) 621 79604

I C AN’T LIVE WITHOUT…

MY WOK
BY K E N H O M

LIGHT WORK
‘A non-stick coating
makes the wok easy
to clean, so I can go
quickly from dish
to dish. But never use
harsh detergent to
clean a wok, only hot
water and a sponge.’

H I G H H E AT
‘As it’s made from
carbon steel, my
Performance wok
heats up very quickly
and retains the
temperature you need
for good stir-frying.’

BEST KIT
FOR CHINESE
COOKING

Ken Hom Wok
Bamboo Steamer
20cm 813 80245 £15
Ken Hom Wok
Performance
Non-Stick 4 Piece
Wok Set 813 80244
£40 (includes glass
lid, not shown) Cole
& Mason Granite
Pestle and Mortar
812 85728 £30

16 Shop with us in store, online at johnlewis.com or via our mobile app

fyi
Find details of
Ken Hom’s demo at
John Lewis Oxford
Street on page 23.

FIND THE
RECIPE
for Ken Hom’s orange
chicken stir-fry on
the Cook app, or see
johnlewis.com/
chickenstirfry
Share ideas on Twitter
or Instagram #JLCook

PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA

EASY USE
‘The wok’s flat
base means it can
sit on any hob
without tipping.’
Ken Hom Wok
Performance
Non-Stick
Carbon Steel
Wok 28cm
813 80242 £25

EASTERN
PROMISE
The best Asian dishes
are quick and easy to
prepare yet bursting with
flavour. Set the scene
for an authentic feast

£16 John Lewis
Asian East
Chopstick Rest
Celadon 682 59416
£2.50 John Lewis
Fusion Dinner
Plate Black 682 59405
£8 John Lewis
Tokyo Teacups
(set of 4, 1 shown)
682 59414 £25
John Lewis Asian
East Rice Spoon
Celadon 682 59415
£3 John Lewis
Asian East Dip
Bowl Teal 682 59404
£4 John Lewis
Oriental Teapot
682 44625 £30

The Technique

RISING STARS

OUR GUIDE TO…
BREAD KIT
1 A bench scraper (opposite) is useful
for scraping down worktops, dividing
dough and chopping dried fruits.
Mason Cash Stainless Steel Bench
Scraper 812 23009 £5

Bread baking can be intimidating, but with the help of a few useful tools
and a powerful steam oven, anyone can make a healthy granary loaf

H

ow do professional bakers achieve a crisp,
brown crust on their loaf? The answer
is steam. An integrated steam oven like
the Miele H6260BP PureLine Single Electric Oven
creates humidity to keep the outside of a loaf
stretchy so it can expand (a process called ‘oven
spring’). Steam also lets the inside of the loaf cook
without the crust becoming too dark. As the
bread stops expanding and the steam starts to
evaporate, the sugars from the dough caramelise
and form a delicious crust.

2 Use a banneton or proving basket
(opposite) to give structure to your
bread. Once baked, the loaf will
also have a striking pattern of
rings circling the crust.
Eddingtons Round Banneton
Proving Basket 1kg 812 23012 £13
3 Made from unglazed terracotta, a
bread form (opposite) draws in moisture
from the dough for crispy crusts.
Mason Cash Terracotta Bread
Form 2lb 812 23005 £10

4

4 The serrated edge of a bread knife
minimises tearing and crumbs, and
its raised handle keeps knuckles safe.
Zwilling J.A. Henckels
Professional Bread Knife
812 70607 £64.95

2

HOW TO USE
a proving basket

Baking perfection
The Moisture Plus
setting increases
humidity in the oven,
creating the best
environment for all
your baking needs, from
bread and cakes to
croissants and pastries.

3

Steam plus
Gentler than traditional
methods, steam
cooking ensures there
is no loss of taste
or colour and your
roasts will be juicy and
perfectly browned. It’s
also healthier, as steam
preserves vitamins,
minerals and nutrients.

Surface heat
The Miele KM6323
hob’s flexible
PowerFlex cooking
zone lets you create
one large heating area
for oversized pasta pots
or oven dishes. And the
handy Keeping Warm
function means you
don’t need to worry
about your food burning.
Space-maker
This stylish integrated
fan oven has a generous
76L capacity, perfect
for every occasion
from midweek suppers
to celebratory feasts.

Miele KM6323 Induction Hob 890 02907 £1,275 2-year guarantee included. Added Care available for £110 Miele H6260BP PureLine Single Electric Oven
890 32933 £1,499 2-year guarantee included. Added Care available for £110 Worktop, from left to right: Mason Cash Ceramic Mixing Bowl 28cm 812 20417 £16
Kitchen Craft Cast Iron Baking Stone 27cm 812 23008 £17.95 John Lewis Croft Collection Ceramic Utensil Pot 812 39148 £15 John Lewis Croft
Collection Copper Kettle 812 39177 £40 John Lewis Mesh Shaker 812 20202 £8
18 Shop with us in store, online at johnlewis.com or via our mobile app
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STE P ONE
You need to condition the banneton
before using it for the first time.
Lightly mist it with water and dust
with cornflour, gently tapping it
to remove the excess. Allow to dry.

STE P TWO
Dust the inside of the banneton with
a mix of stoneground white and rice
flour. Don’t overflour, or you’ll lose
the spiral effect.

John Lewis Bread
Chopping Board
813 93811 £20 House
by John Lewis Prep
Bowl 10cm White
812 20445 £3.50

FIND THE
RECIPE
for Sally Clarke’s
sea salt, honey and
rosemary granary bread
on the Cook app, or
see johnlewis.com/
granarybread
Share ideas on Twitter
or Instagram #JLCook

STE P THRE E
Place the kneaded dough upside
down in the banneton, cover with
oiled clingfilm and leave it in a warm
place for the final rise. Turn out the
loaf onto a baking sheet to bake.

How to...

CREATE A STIR

2

With a multifunctional stand mixer, these decadent
profiteroles are quick and easy to make

F

or anyone who is serious
about baking, the right tools
can make all the difference.
Gone are the days of brute-force
mixing, kneading and whipping,
thanks to the intelligent stand mixer.
Profiterole fans will find the
Kenwood Chef Sense particularly
handy, since this recipe demands
mixing at intervals and the careful
integration of eggs in small stages.

The intuitive soft-start function
builds speed gradually and, along with
the variable speed control with pulse,
reduces the potential for mistakes.
Finish with the fold function at
an extra-slow speed to ease heavy
ingredients into whipped cream.

3

Kenwood KVC5000 Chef Sense
Stand Mixer Light Blue/White
855 43251 £449.95 5-year guarantee
included. Added Care available for £29

John Lewis Professional Plus Non-stick
Saucepan 14cm 813 07202 £50

Kenwood KVC5000 Chef
Sense Stand Mixer See opposite

Mason Cash Spatula 812 20635 £5

4

RECIPE ADAPTED FROM WHAT TO BAKE & HOW TO BAKE IT BY JANE HORNBY (PHAIDON). PHOTOGRAPHS: YUKI SUGIURA
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Tala Food Piping Set (3-piece set)
812 28233 £10.50

Mason Cash Varsity Measuring Jug 1L
812 20341 £18 Flour Shaker 812 20207 £10

JANE HORNBY’S Passion fruit and white chocolate profiteroles
I N GREDI EN TS
Serves 6 (makes 24)
For the pastry
125g plain flour
1 tsp caster sugar
Pinch of salt
85g unsalted butter, plus
extra for greasing
3 medium eggs, beaten
For the topping
150g good-quality white
chocolate, chopped
(one with vanilla bean
seeds looks good)
4 tbsp whole milk
For the filling
and to serve
450ml double cream
4 tbsp icing sugar
½ tsp vanilla paste
or extract
Pulp from 5 large passion
fruits (about 150ml)
Fresh raspberries, to serve

STEP ONE

STEP THREE

Preheat the oven to 220°C/fan
200°C/gas mark 7. Sift the flour,
sugar and salt together. Gently
heat the butter and 250ml water
in a medium pan. Once the butter
has melted, quickly bring the mixture
to a rolling boil. Tip in the flour
mix and beat vigorously with a
wooden spoon. Remove the pan
from the heat, and keep beating
to a shiny paste.

Spoon or pipe 24 balls of pastry
onto the tray, using a damp finger
to poke down any pointy bits. Bake
for 10 minutes, then turn the oven
temperature down to 200°C/fan
180°C/gas mark 6 and bake for
20 minutes more, or until very firm
and golden. Cut a slit across each
profiterole, bake for 5 minutes
more to dry out the middles, then
transfer to a wire rack to cool.

STEP TWO

STEP FOUR

Transfer the paste to a stand mixer
and allow to cool for 10 minutes,
beating every now and again.
Meanwhile, grease a large baking
sheet then line with parchment.
Beat the eggs into the paste, little
by little, making sure each batch is
fully incorporated before adding
more. You may not need all the
egg; stop when you have a silky
mixture that drops easily when
shaken from a spoon.

To make the topping, melt the
chocolate with the milk, either in a
bowl over a pan of simmering water
or by microwaving in short bursts,
stirring until smooth. For the filling,
softly whip together the double
cream, icing sugar, vanilla and all
but 2 tbsp of the passion-fruit pulp.
Spoon into the cold profiteroles, and
serve scattered with the raspberries,
the rest of the passion-fruit pulp and
spoonfuls of warm white chocolate.

John Lewis Non-stick Cooling Rack
40 x 25cm 812 26806 £8

KEY KIT FOR
PROFITEROLES

1 Top tier (opposite)
Display your profiteroles to full effect
on this elegant fine china cake stand.
Makes a perfect table centrepiece.
John Lewis Croft Collection
Luna 3-Tier Cake Stand
682 11418 £35
2 In the mix
An update of a classic, this heavy,
chip-resistant earthenware bowl
will withstand all baking tasks.
Mason Cash Varsity Mixing
Bowl 29cm 812 20401 £24
3 Measure for measure
This handsome set of three
measuring cups is made from
chip-resistant stoneware and
includes 1 cup, ½ cup and ¼ cup.
Mason Cash Varsity Measuring
Cups with Jug 812 20114 £15
4 Solid ground
Every baker needs a sturdy,
non-stick tray that won’t buckle
under high temperatures.
John Lewis Professional Baking
Tray 34.5cm 812 27211 £12
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We Love …

Featuring a collection of
Orla Kiely’s best-loved prints,
there’s no finer way to
display cakes and biscuits.
Orla Kiely Multi Stem
Cake Stand 812 35130 £70

LAST BITE

MO R E
W INE
GL A SSES
ONLINE

What to buy, taste and cook with this season
Word of
mouth

BUY
Spend more than £200
on Le Creuset cast-iron
products in John Lewis
and receive a free Le
Creuset salt and pepper
mill set worth £50. Valid
1-29 February 2016. Ask
in store for details.
A delight for all gin lovers, this is
deliciously sweet with a tart twist.
Edinburgh Gin Rhubarb & Ginger
Liqueur 50cl 770 52708 £18

For the sophisticated wine drinker.
From left: John Lewis Connoisseur
Red Wine Glasses (set of 4)
683 24912 £38 Flutes (set of 4)
683 24908 £38 White Wine
Glasses (set of 4) 683 24909 £38

TRENDING…
A huge demand for smoked food
has seen chefs and home cooks
experiment with everything from
vegetables and butters to cocktails.
Expect to find smoked versions of
your favourite food on supermarket
shelves and restaurant menus, and
even DIY home-smoking kits.

MOTHER’S
DAY GIFTS
The ultimate chocolate indulgence.
Holdsworth Truly Scrumptious
Champagne Truffles 100g
770 15838 £8

If your mother’s a bit of a foodie,
surprise her with some special tableware
or a mouthwatering treat

MEET THE KING OF THE WOK
Pick up insider tips from the master of Chinese cooking, Ken Hom, as he cooks
some of his favourite dishes in store. You’ll be able to ask questions and get
advice, plus anyone buying a wok will receive a free recipe book (which you can
have signed by Ken). A free demo, it’s first come first served, so get there early
to ensure a good spot. 13 February, John Lewis Oxford Street at 1pm and 3pm.
For more information, ask in store.

FLAVOUR OF
THE SEASON
The coldest months are
when citrus fruits are
at their best. Don’t
stop at marmalade
and breakfast juice –
try combining sweet
Valencia oranges with
bitter leaves and feta for
a winter salad or with
ground almonds to
make Claudia Roden’s
classic Moroccan orange
and almond cake.

This charming ‘Mum’ mug is
handmade in a Victorian factory
in Stoke-on-Trent.
Emma Bridgewater Wallflower
Half Pint Mug 682 81101 £19.95

DISCOVER
Described as Spotify
for food, new website
1000cookbooks.com
has asked top chefs and
food writers for their
favourite cookbooks
of all time. Its app is
launching this year,
with recipe content.

fyi
Order today, cook
tomorrow… With our
Click & collect service,
order online by 8pm
and collect from your
nearest John Lewis or
selected Waitrose
shops after 2pm
the next day.

This colourful nest of
mismatched tins will
keep home bakes fresh.
Emma Bridgewater
Hens Cake Tins (set
of 3) 812 34471 £35
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A brightly painted
porcelain teapot will
make any mother’s day.
PiP Studio
Blooming Tales
Teapot 1.5L
682 80902 £40

ILLUSTRATIONS: ALAN BATLEY
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